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NJ Qualifying Times

I call on all NJS members to recognize that the NJ qualifying times need to be looked at and reviewed. 

With the championship meet conflict this year it only became more apparent there is a major issue.

Equal number of swimmers in each event?

…for example: Boys 1112 200 free (46 swimmers), Boys 1112 400 IM (55 swimmers)…Girls 10&U 500 

Free (60 swimmers), Girls 10&U 50 Breast (62 swimmers)…Boys 1314 50 Free (18 swimmers), Boys 13

14 500 Free (29 swimmers)…Girls’ 1314 400 IM (43 swimmers), Girls 1314 100 back (36 swimmers)…

Girls 15&O 200 free (26 swimmers), Boys 15&O 200 breast (27 swimmers) Also if we are too simply 

look at the numbers of swimmers per event in the younger kids’ events as compared to the older 

events, I see a massive discrepancy in terms of how many kids are in each event. Additionally, I’m all 

for encouraging longer events, but it still doesn’t make sense to me???

JO Session Times – Concerns about not being adjusted:

Many coaches voiced their concerns with the session start times not being adjusted on Friday so that 

Finals did not have to start so late. There was almost upward of an hour where the pool sat empty 

before the 12&U session. The 12&U distance events then ran into the warm up of Finals allowing for 

only one pool warm up. 

JO Order of Events:

Order of events on certain days, namely: Saturday for 1314’s…200 Breast, 200 Fly, 400 IM all on same 

day? Also 15&O 100 freestyle and then pretty much right after the 15&O 400 free relays had to swim??

Miscellaneous JO Ideas:

Hot heats for 12&U Session…hopefully will generate some more excitement at this session. 13&O 

Session  “Meet Theme”, changes each year…parade for the swimmers? 
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